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I am writing this after barely drawing
breath from 10 busy and highly
successful days at TheYachtMarket.com
Southampton Boat Show,
followed by a visit to our flagship
Superyacht UK pavilion at the Monaco Yacht Show for more
productive meetings there.
As the first president of British Marine to serve a one-year term
under the new arrangements agreed in our organisational review, my
12 months spent as president-elect offered invaluable preparation.
Since my election in July I have been acutely aware of the importance
of pressing on and not wasting any one of my 365 days in this office.
That desire to make things happen seems very much in sync with
the feelings of the many members I have already met. It is also in
tune with our new CEO’s thinking (see p10). Lesley’s first day in her
role coincided with my first British Marine Board meeting as president.
We’ve covered a lot of ground together since then and I’m very
confident that she will give us the impetus, knowledge and continuity
required to take British Marine to the next level.
You’ll read in this issue that we have extremely important topics
on our agenda, from deciding on a future programme of events that
provide exciting and effective new opportunities for promoting the
key sectors of our industry (see opposite), to fully reviewing the value
we offer our members. I can promise you that much work has already
been undertaken and we are at action stations to make essential
changes happen, for the good of us all.
Greg Munford
President, British Marine

The new revolution

I recently enjoyed visiting Triskel Marine in
Cornwall (see p12) to witness how 15 years
of research and hard graft has translated into
a pragmatic solution for fuel efficiency afloat,
without any penalty to comfort. It’s a reminder
that the impetus to become more environmentally
friendly can also be good news for business.
I similarly enjoyed interviewing Rachel Hibberd at my home marina
in Gosport (see p08) to hear about Dean & Reddyhoff’s responses
to the changing trends that are highlighted by the must-read Future
Customers report and its follow-up research.
My belief is we are now living in times every bit as revolutionary as
the 1960s when GRP boats transformed leisure boating. Where there
is change, then certainly there is opportunity.
Kim Hollamby
Editor, British Marine magazine
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QUARTER DECK

Your guide to British Marine news, events and services

BOAT SHOWS

Future show options explored by working group
A Member and Exhibitor Working Group,
chaired by British Marine President-Elect,
Ian Cooke, held its inaugral meeting on
5 September. Its primary purpose is to
identify which activities should replace
the London Boat Show in 2019, following
the decision to cancel after exhibitor and
visitor research indicated the need for bold
alternate action.
The Working Group has been formed to
ensure that each sector of British Marine’s
membership is represented. It will identify
exactly what is needed in relation to any
future events that are created on behalf of
members, right across their broad range
of interests.
The meeting was extremely positive,
with a number of good suggestions
discussed in depth. Ideas that were agreed
as having merit will be worked up with
more detail and the Working Group will
meet again soon, to provide further input
and review progress. The British Marine

Board will then receive a full proposal by
the end of December.
One immediate outcome has been the
decision to press on with a new British
Marine Expo in March 2019 (see below).
This will provide a fresh forum for some
of the business to business activities
previously hosted at the London Boat
Show, together with exciting opportunities
for engagement and networking between
members and associations.
Speaking at TheYachtMarket.com
Southampton Boat Show, Ian said: “I am
very pleased to be working with such a
great group. We have identified a number
of avenues to explore. These include a
new London show, regional show support,
a festival, plus of course the British Marine
Expo, which is early evidence of the
activity that will evolve from our work.
“Please look out for regular updates
within our Latest News weekly service and
other channels.”

President-elect,
Ian Cooke

British Marine Expo launched for 2019
Responding to demand from members, British Marine confirmed
during TheYachtMarket.com Southampton Boat Show in
September that it will be organising an Expo in March of next
year. This will provide an important business to business forum
for companies in the leisure and small commercial sectors.
The British Marine Expo 2019 will be hosted in the Solent
area, with the concept that future annual editions will move, road
show style, around other regions of the UK. It will be sponsored
by the British Marine Trades Association, an enthusiastic
advocate of the format.
The programme is currently in the planning stage, but
expected to include:
●● Supply Chain Conference – one day of informative and

focused presentations
●● Meet The Buyer – with UK and international buyers

●● Association Seminar – a full day of presentations
●● Marine Trade Showcase – trade stands within Expo floor
●● British Marine Trades Awards Dinner – the popular

annual networking event
●● Meeting and training opportunities for associations

Paul Martin, the chair of the British Marine Trades Association,
says: “We are passionate about showcasing and connecting all
sectors of the marine industry. Our committee is strongly backing
British Marine’s efforts to make the Expo a brilliant new addition
to the calendar. We are convinced it will offer many opportunities
for British Marine associations and companies and urge everyone
to get involved.”Watch out for further announcements regarding
the date, venue, booking details and final programme.
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QUARTERDECK
2018 British Marine Award winners
British Marine paid tribute to its membership at the fifth
edition of its British Marine Awards. It was hosted at a
gala dinner sponsored by Dominion Domains during the
50th anniversary celebrations of TheYachtMarket.com
Southampton Boat Show.
Seven British Marine member companies were presented
with awards by president, Greg Munford, which recognised
their commitment to their staff, training and skills
development, as well as the Marine Charity of the Year award.
Best Marine Company to Work for – under 20 employees
was won by Superyacht Tenders and Toys with the runnerup named as Marine Resources Recruitment.
Harken UK took top honours for Best Marine Company
to Work for – over 20 employees with
Oceanair collecting the runner-up award.
The Best Training and Development Award
was awarded to Topsail Insurance in the
under 20 employee category and Pendennis
Shipyard in the over 20 employee category.
The finale of the prizegiving saw
Wetwheels named as the Marine Charity of
the Year, with the presentation made to its
founder, Geoff Holt, DL MBE.
Superyacht Toys and Tenders

Marine Resources

Oceanair

Harken UK

Topsail Insurance

News in brief
No Deal advice – The UK
Government has stepped up its activity
focused on a potential ‘no deal’ scenario
in the Brexit negotiations. See
britishmarine.co.uk/nib184
Ongoing superyacht growth –
New figures released by Superyacht UK
at the Monaco Yacht Show reveal that
Britain’s superyacht industry recorded
its sixth year of consecutive growth in
2017-18. See
britishmarine.co.uk/nib185
New regional executives –
British Marine recently introduced its
newly formed regional team of Tom
Foy (London, Thames Valley, Kent), Tom
Merriman (South) and Michelle Collier
(Midlands). See
britishmarine.co.uk/nib186
Export strategy welcomed – the
UK Government published its longawaited Export Strategy in August, setting
out its ambitions to increase exports as a
proportion of UK GDP to 35 per cent – a
move welcomed by British Marine. See
britishmarine.co.uk/nib187
Mandatory alarm consultation
– The Boat Safety Scheme is consulting
now on proposals for a new BSS
requirement for CO alarms to be fitted
and maintained onboard all boats
operating on waterways within the BSS’s
jurisdiction. The deadline for responses is
9 November 2018. See
britishmarine.co.uk/nib188
New online berths for TYHA –
The Yacht Harbour Association (TYHA), a
group association within British Marine,
launched two brand new websites
in August – tyha.co.uk and
which-marina.com. See
britishmarine.co.uk/nib189
Call for electrical employers
– an employer group has been created
for a new marine electrical apprenticeship
standard and it is looking for additional
employers to help shape the content
and look of the new apprenticeship. See
britishmarine.co.uk/nib190

Pendennis Shipyard
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Wetwheels

DIARY
OCTOBER

Apprentices celebrated at annual graduation
A graduation ceremony for
apprentices, hosted by British Marine
at TheYachtMarket.com Southampton
Boat Show and featuring broadcaster
and marine biologist Monty Halls,
was a significant celebration of the
next generation of professionals
entering the marine industry.
The annual event, now in its eighth
year, was open to all graduating
apprentices from British Marine
member companies and saw a cross
section of skills represented by the
graduates, including sail making,
boatbuilding, marketing and business
administration.
British Marine Head of Training,
Blue Davies, said: “Today we have
proudly welcomed 69 graduates into
the marine industry. Apprenticeships
are key to the growth of the industry
and the wider skills development in
the UK. British Marine is delighted
to offer ongoing support to both the
graduates and their employers.”
Monty Halls presented the
graduates with their certificates
and added: “It has been a privilege
to welcome the next generation
into the marine industry today.
I encourage any opportunity to
celebrate the many pathways into
the industry and it is testament to
the hard work of these individuals
that we are here today seeing so
many smiles on the faces of the
students, their parents and the
numerous employers these young
people will now be working for.”
Graduate Merrin Jupp (pictured
right), who worked as a soft
furnishings apprentice with OceanAir
said: “I started at OceanAir just over

18 months ago, coming straight
from Sixth Form into an apprentice
position. This has allowed me to take
my theoretical skills and develop my
knowledge in a practical, working
environment.”
CEO of British Marine, Lesley
Robinson, concluded: “It’s been
a privilege to be a part of the
graduation ceremony today
witnessing the next generation of
skilled workers enter the industry.
British Marine is continuing to
develop trailblazer apprenticeship
standards to support the industry,
and the fact that we develop them
with groups of employers, training
providers and colleges ensures they
meet the needs of the industry.”
British Marine supports young
people looking to enter the industry
and employers who employ
apprentices. For more information,
please contact Blue Davies –
adavies@britishmarine.co.uk

17-20 October
Abu Dhabi Boat International Boat Show
17 October
TYHA Member Future Marina Event, Harleyford Estate, Marlow
18 October
Senior Brokers Course, Egham
20 October
Advanced Marina Manager School, Athens
 22 October
BMET Electrical Training Course, Southampton
 24 October
Marine Electronics Installer Training Course, Southampton
 30 October
Facebook Workshop, Exeter

NOVEMBER

8 November
Social Media Workshop, Manchester
9 November
British Marine Inland AGM and Tourism Conference, Birmingham
13 November
NMEA 2000 Workshop, METSTRADE, Amsterdam
13-16 November
METSTRADE 2018, RAI Amsterdam, Netherlands
13 November
GMI Networking at METSTRADE, Amsterdam
22 November
British Marine Council meeting, Egham
28 November
2018 IFLSA Training Day: Introduction to the Marine Industry, London

DECEMBER

4 December
British Marine Roadshow, Egham
4 December
British Marine Boat Retailers and Brokers Association Committee
meeting, Southampton
4 December
British Marine South West Committee meeting, Southampton
5 December
Senior Brokers Course, Egham
6 December
Selling Skills for the Marine Industry Training Course, Egham
9-12 December
Intermediate Marine Managers Course, Dubai
11 December
Apprentice Mentoring Workshop – Follow-Up, Southampton

JANUARY

15 January
British Marine Board meeting, Egham
16 January
Facebook Workshop, Portsmouth
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STATISTICS

SMALL COMMERCIAL MARINE

IN NUMBERS
5%

Micro (£0-£200k)

15%

Small (£200k-£1m)

18%

Medium (£1m-£6m)

62%

British Marine’s new research into the small commercial marine market covering vessels up to
Large (£6m+)
24m hull length reveals that this diverse and heavily regulated sector is experiencing its best
times for three years. Here is a snapshot of the results

Sector companies by activity

Sector companies by turnover
4%

5%

Boatbuilders / refit

Micro (£0-£200k)

15%

28%

Small (£200k-£1m)

18%

62%

Medium (£1m-£6m)

Fleet operators

29%

Large (£6m+)

365

Other Business Services

38%

Equipment supply chain

Sector companies by primary market

4%

28%

Approximate
number of companies
38%
operating in the sector

2738
29%

The number of Full Time Equivalent
(FTE) employees in the sector

£370.5m

Gross Value Added (GVA) added to UK
economy by sector

£1.12m

Average sales value of a small
commercial marine business

+47%

Net balance of members reporting
a positive or negative response to
questions about future business
prospects over next six months
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Boatbuilders / refit

46%

Offshore energy

Other Business Services
Civil engineering / marine construction

16%

Fleet operators
Military / security / professional
Equipment supply chain

10%

Port operations and shipping support

10%

General workboats

5%

Passenger boats / ferries

5%

Hydrographic / oceanographic surveying

3%

Commercial fishing / aquaculture

3%

Lifeboats

2%

38%

the share of total small
commercial marine
business accounted for by
charter fleet operators
leasing RIBs and other
classes of vessels

Further information
The Small Commercial Marine Market in the UK report was produced by British
Marine for the first time this year in response to requests by the Commercial
Marine association for more data on the strength of the sector.
The report examines five sub sectors in detail: Port Operations (including
Civil Engineering), Military, Security and Safety (including emergency services),
Offshore Windfarms, Commercial Fishing (including fisheries and aquaculture)
and Passenger Boats and Small Ferries. Members can download the report for
free by accessing britishmarine.co.uk/Resources/Publications

MEET THE TEAM

Ed Tuite

British Marine’s technical executive chats with Kim Hollamby

I

t is hard to summarise the
bewildering number of standards,
laws, directives, codes and other
protocols that British Marine’s Technical
team continually engages with on behalf
of members. Let alone the required
reading, monitoring, consultation and
meeting attendance that is the norm.
Ed Tuite is approaching his third year in
the technical executive role but appears
unfazed by its demands when we catch
up during a brief interlude in a week
when he has been working on the IPV
(Intended Pleasure Vessel) Code (see
p18), grandfathering rights for passenger
vessels, draft International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) standards for
paints and coatings and non-destructive
testing of masts – and more besides.
An enthusiastic sailor since childhood,
Ed followed his interest via a foundation
year in engineering into a Marine
Sport Technology degree at Plymouth
University, attracted by its engineering
and managerial skills curriculum.
Following graduation, he joined Fairline
Boats as a compliance engineer, then
moved to production engineering at
Discovery Yachts before joining Blyth
Workcats where he served as general
manager. His eight-year experience of
leisure power and sail manufacturing,
as well as the small commercial marine
market, was perfect for his current role.
“Having worked for large and small
boatbuilders, you can talk to people
fairly openly about their challenges,” Ed
says, “and I’d also made a lot of member
contacts over the years. So, it was an
easy decision to join British Marine.”
Although Ed is called upon to work in
other areas, his primary responsibilities
are passenger boats typical of those
operated by Passenger Boat Association
members, small commercial vessels
represented by Commercial Marine and
the larger vessels that fall under the
remit of Superyacht UK. “There were
certain operational aspects that I had
to come up to speed with when I joined
British Marine,” Ed explains, “but our
members were really good. Just talking
to them really helped me get started
very quickly. The meetings we attend
on behalf of members quickly teach you

what operators are facing and where
their issues are.
“I started at British Marine just as the
Red Ensign Group (REG) announced that
they were turning the Large Yacht Code
(LY3) and the Passenger Yacht Code
(PYC) into a REG code and I sat on all
the meetings for that. Superyachts are
governed by complex sets of technical
requirements, including flag state
rules, classification society rules and
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
rules for larger yachts, so there is a lot to
monitor and consult on in the sector.
I now sit on ISO’s TC 8/SC 12 ships
and technology code group that looks
at everything to do with large yachts.
I’ve just become a convener of working
group three, which is one of the working
groups set up within the ISO standards.
We’re looking at two particular standards

It is really important that
members talk to us and follow the
weekly Latest News email and
quarterly Technical Report...
there, but I’m also active in working
group five, which has a whole host of
new standards coming out.
The ISO standard process has just
been reinvigorated, which is good. With
just a few exceptions, ISO standards are
all voluntary to use and they facilitate
trade, ease compliance and cover gaps
in regulations that can cause issues. It’s
vital to ensure they are appropriate in
order that they can be utilised. Many
different countries are involved in the
committees and it’s important to have
face-to-face meetings, as well as remote
sessions. Engagement with the ISOs is
voluntary. British Standards (BSI) offers
some support, but British Marine funded
resources are vital to ensure members’
views are obtained and represented.”
This is just one example of the ever
evolving sets of global, European and
local technical requirements that Ed,
together with technical manager Ross
Wombwell, work on routinely, through
engagement with regulatory bodies and

other organisations. Life is governed
by a carefully planned diary – Ed spent
80 days out of the office last year and
attended hundreds of face-to-face and
remote meetings.
In order to deal with the sheer volume
of information, the Technical team has
procedures and processes to ensure that
members are kept informed of latest
developments. Feedback is highly valued:
“It is really important that members talk
to us and follow the weekly Latest News
email and quarterly Technical Report.
We have experience of their areas of
concern, but they know how issues are
going to affect them and we need to
have that information in order to be able
to do our jobs correctly.”
So, what to do after a typically busy
week? “I was wakeboarding a lot up until
about a year ago,” Ed responds, “but
various injuries have slowed that down
a bit. Up until a couple of years ago,
I was sailing on my step-dad’s racing
yacht but now I’ve started to keep bees
and have five hives, which is fascinating
and involves constant tinkering. Plus, I
like getting out walking and hiking – any
outdoors pursuits really.
“It’s nice to have a break from the
continuous round robin of our work. I
like the challenge though of working on
technical issues across the breadth of
our membership. It keeps my role very
interesting and our knowledgebase broad
and strong.
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MEMBER CASE STUDY

the future

NOW

Dean & Reddyhoff’s marketing director, Rachel Hibberd, explains how her company is
responding to the emerging trends of tomorrow’s customers by testing new initiatives today

I

t was 25 years ago when John Dean and
Marine’s Future Customers research are not
Richard Reddyhoff opened the first of what
just theoretical – marina operators are seeing
was to become a group of five marinas.
evidence of new preferences and habits now and
The pair had previously developed marinas for
have been working for some time on how best to
other owners, but Haslar Marina in Gosport was
respond to them.
their most ambitious project to-date. It involved
Dean & Reddyhoff is testing its own new
dredging the creek opposite HMS Dolphin,
ideas, among them the Spare RIB Club. This
protecting the berths from entrance swell,
scheme is structured as a two-year membership
reclaiming land and repurposing what became
offering 12 weeks use per year on a brand
its distinctive bright green signature lightship,
new and fully maintained Gemini 650 RIB, for
among many major tasks.
a monthly fee. Training is included and the first
Haslar has since been joined by Weymouth,
RIB was launched at Haslar last year, located on
East Cowes, Portland and, most recently,
a pontoon dry dock alongside the main catwalk.
Deacons Marina on the River Hamble. Dean
The company runs the scheme at cost, being
& Reddyhoff as a company developed a real
much more interested at this stage in the other
persona of its own, with quirky, recognisable
benefits it might bring.
marketing and a family feel
“The Spare Rib Club idea
to the way it offers customer
came from the realisation we
I think what will happen are working hard to engage
service. Much of this has
been a little ahead of its time. is that marinas will become the more with berthholders, but
In 2015 the company
entry point to boating at some cannot reach out to people
switched its funding model
who aren’t currently boat
point in the future...
and brought in private equity
owners,” Dean & Reddyhoff’s
investment with Michael
marketing director, Rachel
Prideaux joining as Managing Director. That
Hibberd, explains. “We wanted to help people
change resulted in £2m worth of infrastructure
actually experience what it’s like to own a boat,
improvements at Haslar over the past two years.
with a degree of emotional attachment, sense
Subject to gaining planning permission, a £5m
of commitment and an opportunity to build their
expansion of the site will follow involving more
skills on one type. The aim is to encourage boat
berths, a base for Alex Thompson Racing, an
ownership further down the line. Research is
expanded boatyard and improved shoreside
saying that Millennials don’t want to own things,
facilities. Elsewhere, Portland Marina has just
but we think they may later inherit the financial
added a new dry stack facility and there is scope
means to invest in the things that they get
for expansion on the water there too. Some of
involved with now.
this development is modelled on the current
“It’s been a slow start and we’re learning a
popularity of both large yachts and smaller craft
two-year commitment is a bit of a leap of faith,
and the decline in activity around the 33ft-45ft
so we’re looking at how we slightly re-position
range that was once the core size of berth for so
our offering. However, the Spare RIB Club and
many marinas.
that type of fractional ownership model fits into
In common with other marina groups and The
the sharing economy really well and so we’ll keep
Yacht Harbour Association, Dean & Reddyhoff
working on this idea.
has more than a weather eye on future
“The aim is to have more RIBs, small day
customer requirements when making changes
fishers and motorboats at our marinas because
such as these. The trends reported in British
we feel that they are far more accessible to
08 | BRITISHMARINE.CO.UK

Above: Dean & Reddyhoff’s Rachel
Hibberd. Top right: the first Gemini
650 in the Spare RIB Club was
commissioned in 2017. Right: Haslar
Marina has recently been upgraded
and is seeking permission to expand
its facilities afloat and ashore.

people than yachts – the training period is much
shorter. We’ve found that people look at our RIB
and say, ‘I can understand how I can have fun
with that.’ Our vision is to have several Spare RIB
Club boats at Haslar and Portland, possibly East
Cowes as well.
“We’ve also been working with British Marine
member Beds on Board and see this service
offers potential for two important reasons.
Renting out cabin space enables boat owners to
re-coup some of their ownership costs – hence
potentially retaining them for longer. It also
provides the opportunity for someone who is
thinking of buying or chartering a boat to bring
their family aboard and actually feel what it’s like
– that’s really important too. Until you stay on a
boat you’ve no idea how comfortable it can be
or, if you have a couple of kids, what space you
might need. Again, it’s very early days, with slow
take up, but we’ll see how it goes.
“I went to the Futures Conference at
Southampton in June, read all the reports
and data and am very impressed by the work
that’s been done. To me, that represents value
for money for British Marine membership. It’s
looking at how the industry’s going to shift
and asking us to question how we change our
businesses. It will be good to see how British
Marine, the RYA and British Canoeing engage to
get people involved in grassroots boating, not
just dinghy sailing or Olympic level sport.
“For marina operators there is always that
trade-off between protecting our berthholders’
interests and making our marinas more
accessible. I think what will happen is that
marinas will become the entry point to boating
at some point in the future. So rather than
walking down the high street and knocking on
your local yacht club door, you’re far more likely
to turn up at a marina, walk into the office and
ask: ‘how do I get afloat?’
“We already have visitors asking those
questions at all of our Dean & Reddyhoff sites.
We want to position ourselves so that we can

actually encourage people, rather than offering
a useful phone number or two and waving them
goodbye. We’d like to physically walk them to
a sea school or charter company, or personally
introduce them to Beds on Board and avoid the
impression that boating is snooty or elitist.
“We also need to encourage participation by
ethnic minorities, extended multi-generational
families and disabled people. The focus must
be on how can we help people to go boating
and actually make marinas feel like a friendly,
welcoming and enticing place to be.
“One of the other key things we’re working on
is our whole boat care scheme for berthholders,
which is all about boat owners having more fun
and less faff.
“At our marinas we have someone walking the
pontoons daily, keeping an eye on the boats and
reporting anything that is noticed, like a canopy
rip, or a worn line. We then call and offer to
manage a fix, if that’s what the owner would like.
“This is not about opportunities to sell our
services – our genuine motive is to keep our
customers boating. We offer to project manage
whatever is needed, to take the hassle away. We
also use the single point of contact principle at
our Deacons and Portland yards, where most of
our big boat care activity takes place. Even if you
are in for an entire refit, you will only ever have
to phone one person and they will organise the
sail maker, the rigger, engineers, shipwrights and
other services you need.
“Owning a boat will never be cheap, so we
have to make it easy and ensure that, at the end
of the year, you haven’t got owners thinking,
‘Why do we have that boat? We only used it
for x days and look at the bills.’ A boat is an
emotional thing – you should never try to justify
it to the accountant! However, you must ensure
that emotions experienced are good. You want
to squeeze as much fun out of the weekend
because I don’t think anyone’s sitting around
with their hands up saying, ‘I’m not working as
hard as I was 10 years ago,’ are they?”

Further reading

Access the British Marine
Future Customers report
and related material at
britishmarine.co.uk/futures
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INTERVIEW

times

A CHANGIN’
Kim Hollamby speaks with new British Marine CEO,
Lesley Robinson, on what attracted her to the role and
about her emerging agenda, 60 days after joining
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B

ob Dylan’s classic anthem, The Times
They Are A-changin’ contains the line,
“For he that gets hurt will be he who
has stalled.” A timeless reminder that standing
still is not an option. Brexit, ecological and
legislative pressures, political shifts, evolving
communication trends and the different
preferences of new customers all present
opportunities for the brave and challenges that
must not be ignored.
British Marine remains at the heart of
representing and assisting its members with
those issues and more besides. To stay effective
it too has had to make big changes. This year’s
significant reorganisation, reported on in our
Latest News email newsletters and the last
edition of British Marine magazine, led to the
recruitment of a CEO with proven experience in
leading organisations through change.
Lesley Robinson was appointed into the role
in mid-July after serving as managing director of
MDL Marina Group, so she has fresh perspective
as a member. “I was looking out for the next
right move in my career,” Lesley explains, “and
having observed British Marine from the other
side I thought there are so many more things
to be done and wanted to be involved. I also
admired a lot of what happens already but didn’t
think it was being communicated well.
“During the recruitment process it was
really interesting to see that a lot of my ideas
were readily accepted, and the Board is very
receptive to change. We agreed that British
Marine requires a leader of the executive team to
identify organisational needs, develop a strategy
and then, importantly, ensure it is implemented.
“I’ve had less than two months so far. It’s the
start of a journey and I am doing a lot of listening
to members, associations, my team and other
stakeholders. I would not profess to know the
organisation or exactly where we need to be at
this stage, but there are already a number of key
areas that have been identified for action.

Researching and planning for the future

“The Future Customers project is a vital piece
of work in terms of researching and tackling the
rapidly changing preferences of the industry’s
customers. We will be looking at how we can
accelerate activity in this area, by ensuring the
Futures information is accessible to each sector
we represent, by identifying how members can
provide a more joined-up offering to boating
newcomers and deciding how best to support
those organisations whose remit is to get people
afloat. Following meetings with CEO, Sarah
Treseder, I can confirm that British Marine is
working much more closely with the RYA at a
strategic level, which is important.

“The biggest piece of work that members
should know about is British Marine 2025, our
new strategic plan. This will involve everything,
from testing whether our vision and our mission
are fit for purpose, to agreeing what level of
strategic change we need to meet the needs
of our members. We’ll examine whether we
have the right services and products and will be
consulting widely and working with the Board
and Council on that.
“I’ve already been asked questions about value
for money and member fees. I think, absolutely,
members will get more value and it is likely
that the subscription model will change – it’s
quite complex and difficult to understand from
a member’s perspective, so we are looking to
simplify it.

Improving communication

“Members can expect that improved two-way
communication will be on our agenda in coming
months and that we will also concentrate on
sending better sector-specific information to
them. As a marina operator and medium-sized
business I had the experience of only wanting
messages that were relevant to my business and
I’d like our targeting to improve.
“Our regional and sector associations are
another primary means of engagement with
members, but we need to review their complex
make-up. People have already questioned
our level of bureaucracy and whether it is
appropriate. We’ve had an initial working
discussion at Council and we’re talking to
members about it so that we can identify
changes to make our structure fit for purpose.
“We also need to know what will replace the
London Boat Show. A member-led working
group, chaired by president elect, Ian Cooke,
spans the different interests that exhibited at
London (see p3). Their task is to collaboratively
identify with British Marine the new activities
that will help to sell and promote the industry
going forward. Unsurprisingly, one of the initial
conclusions from the group is that one size does
not fit all – it is highly likely that we will need to
consider a number of varied events for different
demographics and needs.
“Members also need to be assured that we
haven’t forgotten our knitting. Issues of the day,
such as Brexit, EU tariffs on US imported boats,
skills shortages, the IPV Code (see p18) and
much more will remain as important to British
Marine now as they are to the companies that
we represent.
“We will continue to provide a significant
voice on behalf of the industry, which is made
stronger again through close collaboration with
our members.”

Our new CEO

Lesley Robinson
commenced her career
within finance but quickly
progressed into senior roles
focused on operational
and change delivery
across the private, public
and charitable sectors.
Most recently she was
appointed as managing
director of MDL Marinas
Group in 2015 to put a
future strategy in place and
commence the process of
making significant changes
to its offering for new
generations of customers.
Immediately prior, Lesley
spent five years as director
and head of debt advice
for the Money Advisory
Service (MAS) which had
multiple stakeholders –
the Financial Conduct
Authority, HM Treasury
and the Department for
Business, Innovation &
Skills (BIS). This required a
very collaborative approach
with other significant
organisations too, such as
the Citizens Advice Bureau.
In her time there she
brought about an increase
in the debt advice budget
from £20m to £47m
per annum and used
commercial best practice
and cooperative methods
to ensure that MAS helped
deliver substantially better
debt advice for those
needing it.
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MEMBER CASE STUDY

next gen
development
Cornwall-based Triskel Marine has taken a long and
methodical journey to develop its innovative solution for
onboard power needs. Kim Hollamby reports

K

en Wittamore is a man with form in
in house energy efficiency on leisure vessels
the field of leisure boating research.
up to 50m. It created tools to enable feasibility
Back in the early 2000s he worked
calculations on hybrid systems and highlighted,
closely with British Marine on the EU-funded
among other areas, the need to achieve much
Soundboat project, to meet a requirement for
greater efficiency from all IC engines used
sound measurement in the new Recreational
aboard. It flagged the need for intelligent sensing
Craft Directive. It meshed nicely with work that
of power demand, coupled to a fully integrated
the fledgling Triskel Marine had been doing on
energy management system. It also threw into
developing deep sea ocean monitoring buoys
stark relief the known challenges of running
with low power sensors and communications.
generating sets capable of servicing full house
Next Ken turned his attention to the field of
load but often at a fraction of their capacity for
hybrid propulsion, which took Triskel Marine
much of the time, plus the decades old issues of
on a 10-year journey of building valuable data
inefficiency in vessel drivetrains.
on exactly how to achieve best efficiency of
Which neatly takes us to where Triskel Marine
propulsive power on a leisure yacht. Working
is today. Around three years ago, it embarked
with ICOMIA and other partners, Ken and his
on a development cycle for a product called
team commenced with the
Integrel. At a glance, one
EU funded High Efficiency
might be tempted to see
we realised from the
Hybrid Drive Trains for Small
this simply as a large second
tests that there was much more alternator bolted to the side
and Medium sized Marine
Craft project (HYMAR).
to do to for energy efficiency on of a yacht’s main propulsion
“We learned a massive
engine, but that would miss
amount with HYMAR and the leisure craft...
the point entirely.
data sets it generated remain
“There is a large gap
absolutely precious, 10 years on,” Ken says.
between the propeller curve and the optimum
“We found that serial hybrids (where the electric
power output of an engine,” Ken explains. “What
motor is permanently engaged on the same drive
we’ve done is to create an intelligent system
train as the internal combustion (IC) engine)
that can be programmed to know exactly what
were inefficient for boats travelling significant
additional power can be drawn from the engine
distances. Parallel hybrids (where electric motor
without effecting its propulsion performance.
or IC engine can be separately engaged) were
When we draw this power for domestic
more efficient but expensive and on our test
purposes, the overall fuel consumption goes up,
boat we found the mechanical components to
but the amount of fuel used for propulsion goes
be unreliable. Noted technical journalist, Nigel
down because of the improvement in efficiency.
Calder, and I enjoyed working on what was a
“Nigel, who has become a director of the
brilliant project. However we realised from the
company, was insistent the system could cope
tests and results that there was much more to
with going ‘open circuit’ so that we can instantly
do to examine improvements in energy efficiency
stop drawing power from the alternator. We
on leisure craft.”
do this, for example, when manoeuvring at
Triskel Marine next partnered with Innovate
idle speed or towards maximum rpm, when we
UK and Pendennis to create the High Efficiency
assume all power is needed for propulsion. At
Marine Energy (HEME) project with the aims of
other times, we are able to generate power from
delivering benefits of more than 20 per cent in
the engine by exploiting the gap between the
propulsion efficiency and at least 25 per cent
propeller curve and its optimum output.”
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Above from left to right: commercial
director, Trevor Howard; HR director,
Alison Wittamore; marine engineer,
Will Parkinson and managing director,
Ken Wittamore. Opposite from top
to bottom: Triskel Marine is based at
the modern Hayle Marine Renewables
Business Park in Cornwall. The 5in
Integrel display has a number of
available screens including one
showing efficiency and power output.
Like every part of the system, the
alternator has been designed for
efficiency and its energiser current is
smartly managed by the controller.
Triskell is using sealed lead acid cells
in its test installation and these are
fitted with smart sensors. The Triskell
controller is seen on top of the
battery bank. The test cell at Hayle is
currently managing extended runs on
Volvo Penta and Yanmar engines

Sourcing grants

Access British Marine
information on grant funding
at britishmarine.co.uk/Services/
Growth/Funding and contact
membership@britishmarine.co.uk for
further assistance.

The company’s test installation aboard a
Hallberg Rassy 42 can generate 3.5kW of
additional power at idle out of gear and 8kW
or more when underway at normal cruising
speed. That energy is directed to 48V banks of
high capacity sealed lead acid batteries which
then supply onboard demand via inverters and
converters. The test vessel never plugs into
shorepower and on the day of our visit to see
it in Mylor Yacht Harbour, Falmouth, the Triskel
team ran a 3kW fan heater and 1kW water
heater continuously, just to try and lose some
energy ready for a lunchtime demonstration.
All the key components of the Integrel
system have been developed by Triskel Marine,
in co-operation with technical partners, for
the purpose. These include the high-power
alternator, its engine adaption, battery and
system sensors, the controller and its 250,000
lines of software code that offers a multilanguage interface. It drives a 5in display
providing control and precise information about
energy generation and consumption. Operation
is completely automatic and requires no
attention from the owner.
To create the system, Triskel Marine has
established a test and production centre in the
Marine Renewables Business Park in Hayle, North
Cornwall. It has built test cells in which Volvo
Penta and Yanmar yacht diesels run on long
service cycles to prove reliability and is shortly
taking a second unit so it can expand into clean
manufacturing on site.
To finance Integrel development, Triskel
Marine has turned to a mix of private funding
and business partnerships, plus a recent grant
from the Marine Challenge Fund. Commercial
director, Trevor Howard, joined the company
three years ago with strong experience of
corporate development and investment. The
company has achieved backing from an industrial
conglomerate. It also worked with the Special
Products Division at Barrus to assist it to get
Integrel to market.
An early success has been the installation of
an Integrel system on a new Discovery Yachts
Southerly 480, launched this year and owned by
Distant Shores TV adventurers, Paul and Sheryl
Shard. Distant Shores III will spend much of her
time in remote locations globally with paying
guests aboard. Despite needing to service high
domestic power demands, the Southerly has no
generator, a testament to the Shard’s confidence
in the new system. The anticipated fuel savings
and ability to draw AC power for extended times
silently will no doubt be an added benefit in
some of the enviable locations they visit.
Now that much of the innovative hard work

is done, backed by a decade and a half of EU,
UK and private investment, Integrel is about to
be unveiled publicly. Following a soft launch at
TheYachtMarket.com Southampton Boat Show,
the Triskel Marine team will be be announcing
the system at the forthcoming METSTRADE show
in November, with their test yacht nearby in
Amsterdam City Marina. “For Ken and the team
it must feel like giving their baby away,” Trevor
says. “Now the really exciting work starts!”
The key test of course will be whether the
market understands the concept. Thanks to
research, the arguments for why Integrel works
are scientifically proven. If you add up installation
and lifetime costs, the Triskel team expects
its system to favourably compare against an
equivalent generator installation. The benefit of
potential propulsion engine longevity through
its more efficient utilisation have yet to be
proven, but should also follow. The convenience
of automatically available, silent, AC power is
easily understood. The main thing though is
Triskel Marine’s development of a pragmatic
solution today that prolongs resources through
achievable efficiencies while enhancing the
experience of those aboard. A great example
of how British innovation can contribute to the
future of leisure boating.
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TRAINING

apprentice
UPDATE

British Marine training executive,
Chris Holmes, provides an invaluable
update on reforms to apprenticeships and
the government supported opportunities
open to many members in England

1

A devolved process
Each of the UK’s nations
has its own apprenticeship
systems and associated
policies, processes and funding rules.
Ongoing government apprenticeship
reforms focus mainly on the English
apprenticeship systems. They build on
their current take up and success, seeking
to improve their value and quality, giving
employers more flexibility in how they
train and develop their apprentices.

2

Business benefits
Employing apprentices is a
great way for companies
to grow their own talent
and tackle skills shortages. It provides
opportunities for employers to tailor
the development of staff to meet their
business needs.
Government funding, based on new
funding bands, is available to assist
employers training and developing all new
apprenticeships that commenced after
May 2017.

3

Occupations where
apprenticeships exist
There are a wide range of
marine and more general
apprenticeships available, including the
older apprenticeship framework/pathways
and now the newer occupational employer
developed apprenticeship standards.
These new standards include boatbuilder,
marine engineer, composite technician,
propulsion technician, welder, fabricator,
outdoor activity instructor and sewing
product technologist.
There are more generic apprenticeships
available too, for example business
administrator, accounts, retailer and
facilities supervisor.
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4

What are
apprenticeships?
There are different levels
of apprenticeships, from
intermediate (GCSE level) right up to
degree standard. They are available to
anyone aged over 16 who is not in full
time education, with the opportunity to
earn whilst learning in a real job.
Apprenticeships can be offered to new
and existing staff. They offer employment
in a skilled job that has a productive
purpose and must last for at least 12
months – many having a typical duration
in excess of this. An apprenticeship
must offer a minimum of 30 hours
paid employment per week (there are
some exceptions to this) and provide a
programme of on-and-off-the-job training
(20 per cent off-the-job).

5

New apprenticeship
standards
A key element of the
English apprenticeship
reforms include the phasing out of
the older apprenticeship framework
pathways, that many people may be
familiar with, and replacing these with
new apprenticeship standards. These
are occupationally specific and designed
by employer groups for employers.
The new standards are designed to
stretch apprentices and increase the
transferability of skills.
The new occupationally specific
apprenticeship standards detail the
knowledge, understanding, skills and
behaviours required by a competent
person undertaking the role. It is these
that an apprentice must demonstrate
at the end of their apprenticeship. To
successfully achieve a new apprenticeship
standard, an apprentice needs to pass

an End Point Assessment (EPA), which
is typically undertaken in the last few
months of the apprenticeship. The EPA
methods and associated grading criteria
is detailed in the published End Point
Assessment Plan.
The new apprenticeship standards, EPA
Plans and allocated government funding
(see point 6) are detailed on the Institute
for Apprenticeships (IfA) website –
www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/
apprenticeship-standards/

6

Apprenticeship funding
The English apprenticeship
funding system has been
changed. Funding is no
longer solely focused on age; instead
funding bands have been allocated to
every approved, published apprenticeship
(existing framework/pathway and new
standards). The funding band details the
maximum amount that the Government
will contribute towards off-the-job training
and assessment provided by approved
training providers.
In 2017 an Apprenticeship levy
was introduced, which requires all UK
employers that have an annual wage
bill in excess of £3m to pay 0.5 per cent
of their monthly wage bills to HMRC.
English companies can use the levy funds
entering their apprenticeship service
account to pay for apprenticeship training
up to the negotiated band limit, per
apprenticeship. The Government tops
up the levy monies entering employers’
apprenticeship service accounts by 10 per
cent each month.
Companies who do not pay the Levy,
or whose levy funds are insufficient to
pay for their apprentices’ development
up to the funding band limit, use the coinvestment apprenticeship funding model.

This requires companies to contribute
10 per cent and the Government 90 per
cent towards the off-the-job training and
assessment of each apprentice, up to the
maximum agreed funding band limit.
The funding bands detail the maximum
permissable contribution and employers
enter into a dialogue with approved
training providers to negotiate costs.

7

Enhanced governance
Apprenticeship governance
has been enhanced with
the formation of the
Institute for Apprenticeships (IfA) and the
introduction of two new registers:
●● Register of Apprenticeship Training
Providers (RoATP) – the training
providers on the register have
proven their diligence, capability,
quality and financial health in
supporting the delivery of highquality apprenticeship training.
●● Register of End Point Assessment
Organisations (RoEPAO) – the
organisations on this register have
demonstrated their diligence,
capability, quality and financial health
in providing end point assessors for
the new apprenticeship standards.

8

Supporting employer
groups
British Marine is supporting
employer groups to develop
the new apprenticeship standards.
Currently the following new marine
standards have been developed.
●● Boatbuilder standard – a level 3
apprenticeship, which is typically
delivered over 48 months. The

standard has a maximum £27,000
funding band allocation. The
published boatbuilder standard and
EPA Plan are detailed on the IfA
website. New technical qualifications
have been developed (a level 2 and
level 3 Diploma in Boatbuilding) and
a number of training providers are
delivering this standard.

British Marine supports other employer
groups to develop new standards as
demand is identified and feeds into
employer groups in relevant crossindustry sectors. These include, for
example, composites, sewn products, and
outdoor instructors. Information about
these is often broadcast in British Marine
news items.

●● Marine Engineer standard – a level
3 apprenticeship, which is typically
delivered over 48 months. The
standard has a maximum £27,000
funding band allocation. The
published marine engineer standard
and EPA Plan are detailed on the IfA
website. New technical qualifications
are being produced (the level 2
Diploma in Marine Engineering is
published and the level 3 Diploma is
in production). A number of training
providers are delivering the new
standard.

Apprenticeship
information
Please visit the British
Marine website at
britishmarine.co.uk – there is a lot of
information and guidance for those
wishing to offer apprenticeships. This
includes details about the reforms and
their impact on companies, opportunities
and the range of marine apprenticeships,
plus links to other useful resources
such as gov.uk and the Institute for
Apprenticeships (IfA) websites.
British Marine members can also expect
support with:

●● Marina and Boatyard Operative
standard – a level 2 apprenticeship,
which is typically delivered over
18-24 months. The approved
apprenticeship standard is published
on the IfA website. The EPA Plan has
been approved and is in the final
stages of publication. A funding band
of £10,000 has been allocated.
●● A Marine Electrical standard is
being developed by an employer
group, supported by British Marine.
This is in the early stages of
development. If you are interested
in contributing to the shape and
content of the new standard then
please contact Chris Holmes at
cholmes@britishmarine.co.uk

9

●● information on new apprenticeship
standards and supporting
government funding;
●● access to templates that can be
adapted to support employers and
apprentices;
●● subsidised Apprenticeship Mentoring
workshops;
●● assistance for employer groups in
the development of new marine
related apprenticeship standards.
To obtain more assistance with
apprenticeships, please contact Chris
Holmes cholmes@britishmarine.co.uk
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Q&A
James Ward

The founder of British member company, Marine Resources, answers our
questions on marine skills shortages from his specialist recruitment experience

Q
A

What is your perspective on
growing skills shortages and how
marine companies are reacting to them?
When we established Marine
Resources in 2003 the industry was

circulating the same people among
companies. A lot of roles were given
either to mates from down the pub,
competitor employees, or the person who
you raced with at the weekend. Setting up
a marine recruitment agency specialising

in the leisure marine industry was a whole
new concept then and hard to sell. Now,
our role is obvious because it is more
difficult to recruit the right people from an
employer’s network.
Some companies are becoming more
open to recruiting outside of the industry.

About the author
James Ward commenced his career as a boatbuilder laminator in his
home county of Devon, before moving to Dorset and then Birmingham.
He relocated to Southampton in order to cut the commute to his
weekend yacht racing activities and founded Marine Resources in 2003,
without any previous recruitment agency background. James says he has
never worked a day in recruitment in his life, having built the business
around industry experienced professionals who understand the technical
and other requirements of the company’s large list of international leisure
marine and superyacht businesses.
James was appointed chairman of British Marine’s Membership &
Marketing Committee in 2018
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They also recognise the benefit of
bringing in new blood with fresh ideas,
knowledge and training.
We are seeing some yacht brokers
actively seeking staff with a career
background in areas like car sales and
luxury goods.
Companies trying to fill design and
engineering vacancies are now recruiting
from industries that cultivate desired skills,
like aviation and automotive. Carpenters,
electricians and plumbers are also being
sourced from skilled environments like
shop fitting and hotel construction. A
large percentage of people that we place
in big production boatbuilders have
probably never worked on a boat in their
lives, but they have the talent to do the
work. This would have never happened 10
years ago.
The skills shortage is prompting this,
but there are benefits too of gaining
people with broader experience that can
be blended with those who have marine
specific skills. The level of externally
recruited talent they’re getting into their
businesses is unbelievably good.

Q
A

Are skills shortages mainly
related to an ageing workforce or
are there other causes?
We see quite a lot of very good
younger people being lost to
other industries. Marine qualifications
and jobs can be the entry point for the
first few years out of university but then,
because of the crossover in skillsets and
technologies, they can move to other
fields. In one sense this is very positive,
because it demonstrates that we should
see ourselves as being equal to industries
like automotive and aerospace. However,
it is really important going forward to
ensure that we’re attracting the right
people and retaining them.

Q
A

Is the marine industry seen as
aspirational when you recruit
from other trades?
Once a person understands what
the marine industry does, it can be
very interesting to them. However, there
are several other industries or fields of
work they might have considered before
marine – we are less visible.
Another challenge is pay. We survey
market rates and our impression is the
marine industry is typically behind in
equivalent roles – by as much as 20 per

cent. Salary levels in some businesses
are similar to those when we established
Marine Resources 15 years ago. This can
be where recruitment fails.
It’s easy for me to say ‘just pay more’,
but now is a really important opportunity
to fix that salary gap, because we cannot
fill all of the skilled vacancies instantly
through initiatives like apprenticeships and
training junior staff, as valuable as they
are. You have to make investment further
up the experience scale too – by bringing
people in from outside of the industry at a
slightly higher salary to attract them. We
must set our objectives more ambitiously
and we need to improve getting in the
eyeline of non-marine talent.

Q
A

How is Marine Resources reaching
candidates from other industries?
We’re promoting roles on nonmarine national portals as much as
possible. We appear on generic searches
for roles like engineering and sales. We’re
also targeting specific people on social
media advertising.
We’re currently running a 30-second
animated campaign which shows a
carpenter fitting a shop and a car
mechanic fixing a car. It then asks: ‘Do
you do this? You could come and do
this…’ and zooms to a picture of them
building a boat. The response has been
really positive and the suggested change
of career is attractive to them.

Q
A

Is there a link do you think
between the changing nature of
leisure boating and the skills shortage?
You’ve only got to look at the
excellent work by British Marine on
the Future Customers project to see that
that the next generation of boat users will
not necessarily be committed owners. So,
by extension, the number of people that
work in this industry purely for the love
of boating may well diminish. A job in the
marine industry has to be structured as
a genuine career, not as an enthusiast’s
vocational occupation.

Q
A

What other things can companies
do to attract and retain talent?
It makes a real difference to be
seen as an attractive company to
work for. That’s not just about money but
also about perception of the company
and what else it offers. We get asked all
sorts of questions, from whether there

is flexitime, extra holiday and staff social
events, to whether the business offers
discounted gym membership or a table
tennis table. Not everyone needs to
get paid a higher salary to fix the skills
problem. If you provide a really attractive
place to work, it is a big plus.
As water lovers we take a lot for
granted but a lot of people coming from
other backgrounds may have never
been on a boat. One of our clients has
recognised that recently and is doing
a big push on providing its workforce
with more opportunity to get afloat on
its boats. That’s been a massive win for
engagement and retention.
You also have to remember to sell your
company really well at the interview.
We need to discuss all of these good
ideas and many more in forums such as
British Marine networking events.

Q
A

What other solutions are you
seeing companies adopt?
We’re experiencing a huge shift
into companies using contract staff.
It is a good solution to a lot of the issues
that we observe. You’re probably paying
a little bit more, but if you use agency
appointed contractors then HR and tax
headaches are taken care of and you can
quickly bring people in to deliver things on
time, with less panic. It might also provide
an option to try someone temporarily and
then recruit permanently, which takes
away a lot of recruitment risk, particularly
for smaller businesses.

Q
A

How would you summarise your
thoughts about what we should
all be doing in the future?
Everyone needs to recognise the
broader issues, be much more open
minded about doing things differently
and sharing more information across the
industry about what is working. These
challenges are being experienced across
Europe and beyond, not just the UK.
British Marine is the perfect vehicle
to bring companies together to share
best practice and serve as a catalyst to
promote our activity to other industries
– everyone has to get involved. We
also have to take the Future Customers
project and use the research as broadly as
possible, not only to identify the people
that will be using boats in coming years
but also those that will be building and
supporting them.
BRITISHMARINE.CO.UK
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TECH TALK

B

ritish Marine has, for more than 100
years, worked tirelessly and effectively
to preserve and protect the ability of its
members to operate their businesses without the
burden of crippling restrictions. From navigation
rights, to laws, standards and codes, it has
represented members’ interests to ensure that
sensible outcomes are the final result of any
proposed changes to fundamental conditions
effecting the industry.
The new IPV (Intended Pleasure Vessel) Code
is a perfect recent example. It is typical of the
activity that goes on day to day at Marine
House of raising concerns with government
on the position of changing or uncertain legal
requirements. Then working to introduce simpler,
more effective regulation while ensuring the
safety of workers and the environment.

The challenge
Concerns were raised almost two years ago
regarding the burdens on industry when carrying
out simple day to day sea-trials on vessels.
This was then raised by British Marine with the
Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA).
Following discussions between the MCA, British
Marine and one of our member companies, the
existing requirements were reviewed and a new
system discussed that would retain the correct
level of safety of the vessels undertaking the
operations, the safety of the crew on board
under Health and Safety legislation and the
protection of the environment.
Working with our in house researcher, the
potential changes to industry working practices,
number of companies involved and the costs of
the transition were analysed. This, along with
on site inspections, led to the development of a
pragmatic code that has now been released for
public consultation.
British Marine’s primary objective was to
ensure a reduction in time and costs through
this new code and to ensure that any ambiguity

in current operations was reduced or eliminated.
The new code has just completed its consultation
phase and British Marine worked very closely
with the MCA to create opportunities for
members to ask questions and comment at the
recent The YachtMarket.com Southampton Boat
Show. We’ve also sent detailed items about the
IPV Code in our Latest News email newsletters.

So what is the IPV?
On 1 January 2019, the Code of Practice
for Intended Pleasure Vessels in Temporary
Commercial Use at Sea will be introduced, which
means there’s been a change to the approach
taken to Pleasure Vessels temporarily used for
specific commercial purposes. This is a significant
and positive step. It creates a new framework to
allow you to work on, or with, Pleasure Vessels,
including sea trials and deliveries, without using
the commercial vessel codes you would normally
have to apply.
Keeping up with these changes isn’t always
easy, so we’ve provided a summarised version of
the changes in this article and you’ll see links to
further information here. Remember, if the boat
is UK registered, then the framework outlined in
this guide will apply, wherever you may be.

Simplified approach
British Marine, the Maritime and Coastguard
Agency (MCA), the RYA and the Yacht Brokers,
Designers and Surveyors Association (YBDSA),
worked together to improve the guidance to
Pleasure Vessel regulations and exemptions from
the Merchant Shipping Regulations that apply
to all Pleasure Vessel users. These don’t need
the same rule book as large ships or commercial
vessels at sea, so we’ve created an alternative
which will make following the law simple. The
improvements, together with the draft new code,
will also help to ensure that the regulations apply
equally to all boat users, making the water safer
for everyone.

with the best of

INTENTIONS
British Marine’s technical manager, Ross Wombell, explains the origins of the
forthcoming IPV Code and why it is important to many members
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Pleasure Vessel defined
A Pleasure Vessel is defined as a craft used for
the sport or pleasure of its owners or immediate
family, friends or employees. No money is
received for such use, other than contributions
towards the expenses for the trip, like fuel.
Under UK regulations, the term Pleasure Vessel
has a very specific meaning and only refers to
how a boat is being used at the time, not what it
has been designed or built to do. So, say you are
a repairer (and not a friend or a family member
of the owner) that needs to take the boat out
on a one-off trip at sea to get it fixed or check a
repair. Under those circumstances it’s no longer
being used as a Pleasure Vessel. This means
you’ve got to prepare the boat to meet the
requirements for commercial operations for the
trip to be considered lawful. The same applies if
you are a salesperson or manufacturer and want
to take a potential buyer out to sea to showcase
the boat’s capabilities, or move a vessel from its
sales berth or factory to a boat show by water. It
even applies to surveyors using the boat as part
of the survey inspection at sea.
To make things simpler, the new framework
will recognise such situations as temporary
commercial operations when your use of a
Pleasure Vessel unintentionally falls outside
this definition. At the same time, the standards
of compliance expected from you will be
reduced; diminishing the disruption, costs and
inconvenience you previously faced.
The definition can be complex, so always
refer to the full version in the draft code when
considering whether your boat is being used as
a Pleasure Vessel or for commercial purposes
within this new framework.

Intended Pleasure Vessels
The definition for Intended Pleasure Vessels
includes any craft intended and/or normally used
as a Pleasure Vessel, being used for a commercial
use on a single-voyage basis. The draft new code

has a full definition. All leisure yachts and boats
are likely to operate as Intended Pleasure Vessels
at points in their lifetime.

Temporary commercial operations
Operating under the IPV Code, manufacturers,
brokers, surveyors and repairers can now take
an Intended Pleasure Vessel on a one-off trip
for business uses, such as sea trials, sales trips
or journeys to and from exhibitions, without
full commercial compliance. It’s important to
add though that this is for strictly one-off uses
at sea. If the intent is to carry out commercial
operations on a long-term basis, you need to
seek alternative advice from your nearest MCA
Marine Office – refer to www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/maritime-and-coastguard-agency/about/
access-and-opening for a list.

What this means at sea
This new relaxation from full commercial
compliance recognises the types of operations
we have described as temporary commercial
operations. Some operators can therefore selfcertificate to prepare for these trips, provided
they aren’t sailing further than 60 miles out
to sea, carrying too many people on board or
undertaking more than a certain number of
operations per year. They also need a company
Safety Management System in place, an easier
alternative to the Merchant Shipping Regulations.
The form to self-certificate is included in the
draft new Code of Practice at Annex A.
The IPV Code will not cover every operation,
especially where it might present a higher safety
risk. If you carry out higher risk operations, as
defined within the new Code of Practice, you will
need to have your Safety Management System
audited by the MCA. Or, you might consider
applying to the MCA for a single voyage Load
Line Exemption. Again this is where familiarity
with the IPV Code and contact with your local
MCA office is essential.

Responsibilities

It remains the owner’s
responsibility to apply
the UK regulations, but
under the draft new code,
surveyors, repairers and
manufacturers using the
vessel will need to apply the
requirements using a Safety
Management System.
The requirement to
comply with the new code
is enforceable through
Statutory Instrument
198/2771, but the need for
an inspection is limited to
certain scenarios – in most
cases it’s a matter of selfdeclaration.

Further information

The outline in this article is
intended as a guide only.
We strongly recommend
that you consult the full
version of the draft new
Code of Practice. Guidance
can also be found in the
draft new Marine Guidance
Notice XXX (X) (replacing
MGN538 (M)) on Pleasure
Vessel regulations. Visit
www.gov.uk/government/
consultations/intended-pleasurevessel-ipv-code-pleasure-vesselexemptions for the relevant
resources. You can also
contact the Technical team
for more assistance at
technical@britishmarine.co.uk
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